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ABSTRACT

In the classical methods of unsupervised source separa�
tion� the a priori hypothesis is independence of sources�
In certain applications� there is some additional knowl�
edge on the sources �statistics� distributions� alpha�
bet����� It is the case with discrete sources with known
alphabet� Then we can improve separation� Initializa�
tion of adaptation is done according to some known
algorithm� e�g� thanks to an extended anti�Hebbian
algorithm� provided there are not less sensors than
sources� As soon as the separation performance index
has reached some preassigned level� a second part which
involves the output decision error is introduced in the
increment� In a noiseless environment� this method al�
lows complete cancellation of steady state adaptation
�uctuations and perfect source recovery�

� Introduction

The unsupervised separation of independent discrete
sources is a problem encountered in many applications�
e�g� mobile radio telephone� digital television and neural
networks for discrimination of mixed biological compo�
nents� Let x be an m dimensional observation vector
obtained by linearly mixing the p independent� multi�
level discrete components ai of a source vector a� The
linear mixture model can be written

x � Ga� ���

whereG is them�pmixture matrix� The two quantities
a and G are unknown� The aim is to design m vectors
hj working on x� such that the m outputs

yj � xThj � j � �� � � � �m �	�

recover the p discrete sources without taking into ac�
count neither their order nor their powers� using the a
priori knowledge that sources are independent and dis�
crete� Note that m is taken larger or equal to p and it
is assumed that

rank�G� � p �
�

or equivalently that GTG is regular� Some redundancy
is admissible when the same source is restored on several
outputs at the same time�

The unsupervised extended anti�Hebbian algorithm
introduced in ����	� allows the output yj to recover one
of the p independent sources contained in x� e�g� ai� pro�
vided that its kurtosis is negative� In particular for bi�
nary sources� the convergence performance is perfect ����
However� for non binary sources� either the convergence
speed or the steady state performance are deteriorated
�compared to those of the binary case�� To overcome
this drawback� we introduce a novel optimization crite�
rion which corresponds to a weighting of the two kinds of
knowledge about sources their independence and their
discreteness� This idea was originally introduced in �
�
and ��� for the case of data transmission equalizers�

This solution is computationally simple the algo�
rithm increment involves only O�m� multiplications per
output� It is modular in the sense that each vector hj is
updated independently of the others and with the same
rule thanks to a multiple�input�single�output �MISO�
device� So� if one vector hj is poor� this has no de�
grading in�uence upon the others� Consequently the
recovery of a speci�c source ai at the output yj only
depends on the initialization hj��� of the vector hj�n�
and on the sequence x�n�� Moreover� one does not need
to know the number p of sources provided m is large
enough �m � p��

Finally� the weighting coe�cient between the two
parts of the algorithm can be made adaptive as sep�
aration proceeds with time� the criterion focuses on dis�
creteness which improves the performance still more�
All these achievements are con�rmed by computer sim�
ulations�

� Source extraction �general case�

Extraction of a source is the recovery on one output yj
of a single source ai out of the mixture x� In section 	� 
�
�� we shall drop the index j of yj and hj� It is irrelevant
because the m MISO moduli perform the same way� and
we work with only one of them� Extraction of one source
ai can be performed by searching for the vector h which
minimizes the criterion

Js�h� � EfF �y�g ���



where F is a polynomial like

F �y� � y� � 	y�� ���

This can be done adaptively thanks to the associated
stochastic gradient algorithm

h�n� � h�n� ��� �x�n�f�y�n�� ���

where f is the derivative of F � As shown in ����	�� this
is an extended anti�Hebbian updating� The modi�ed
vector

c
�
� GTh� ���

obeys the algorithm

c�n� � c�n� ��� �GTGa�n�f�a�n�T c�n� ��� ���

which is shown ��� to be equivalent to ���� The vec�
tor c characterizes the cascade mixture�extraction in the
sense that

y � aT c� ���

Hence the good equilibria of ��� are those roots c of the
equation

Efaf�aT c�g � � ����

which are parallel to an axis� This yields

c�i �
��p
Ai

��� � � � � �� �� �� � � �� ��T � ����

where the � stands in place i�

Ai � Efa�ig� ��	�

and we have assumed� without loss of generality� that

Efa�i g � �� ��
�

It can be shown that the c�i are stable ��� provided the
source ai is sub�Gaussian i�e�

Ai � 
� ����

Then according to ��� and ����

p
Aiy � ��ai� � �� ����

So the source ai is recovered �up to a �xed sign� with a
gain that only depends on the fourth order moment of
that source� and does not depend on the mixture� This
fact will be exploited later to build up the second part
of the criterion�

An attraction basin B�i is assigned to each good equi�
librium c�i� The speci�c source that is extracted corre�
sponds to the attraction basin where the initial vector
c��� �GTh��� is located�

� Improvement for discrete sources

The algorithm ��� properly performs the extraction of
sub�Gaussian sources� Especially for binary sources� the
extraction is perfect as explained in ���� Nevertheless�
for non binary sources� in steady state the algorithm
exhibits noticeable residual �uctuations� The following
method will improve the extraction quality of a non bi�
nary discrete source ai thanks to the a priori knowledge
of its alphabet Si� A decision function Qi�z� can be as�
sociated in an obvious manner to Si Qi�z� takes the
level of Si that is the closest to z �see Fig�	�� Then
de�ne the �decision error� as

� �
p
Aiy �Qi�

p
Aiy�� ����

According to ����� � is the decision error on the output y
when the source ai is to be extracted� because h is close
enough to the corresponding extracting vector� This
suggests that� to recover the source ai in a perfect way�
h�n� could be updated in order to minimize the criterion
function

Jd�h� �
�

	
Ef��g� ����

whose associated stochastic gradient algorithm is

h�n� � h�n� ��� �
p
Aix�n���n�� ����

So the modi�ed vector c obeys the algorithm

c�n� � c�n� ��� �GTG
p
Aia�n���n�� ����

Because GTG is supposed regular� the equilibria of ����
�resp� ����� are the roots in c �resp� h� of the equation

Efa�n���n�g � �� �	��

or equivalently

Efa dec�
p
Aia

Tc�g �
p
Aic� �	��

It is easy to show that c�i de�ned in ���� is a root of
�	��� The algorithm ���� is not capable by itself of con�
verging to the desired solution ���� if c��� is too bad�
This algorithm will always be run when c is in the vicin�
ity of c�i� It requires what is called the �open eye� con�
dition in the case of equalization� Example in the PAM
case with 	Ni levels� the source ai is equally distributed
and the alphabet

Si � f��	n� ���i� n � �� � � � � Nig �		�

is equidistant� Then

�i �

p

�	n� ��p

�	Ni � ���	Ni � ��
�	
�

Ai �

��	N�

i � ��

��	Ni � ���	Ni � ��
� �	��

Then the �open eye� condition reads���pAijyj � jaij
��� � �i� �	��



Thus� when �	�� holds� the adaptive algorithm ����
�resp� ����� will eliminate the residual �uctuations of
c�n� �resp� h�n�� in the vicinity of the extracting equi�
librium�

� New combined algorithm

For the sake of simplicity� it is assumed that�
Si � S

Ai � A
�i� �	��

To perform high quality extraction� we combine the two
criteria ��� and ���� with a weighting coe�cient � �
��� ��

J�h� � �Js�h� � ��� ��Jd�h�� �	��

The corresponding gradient algorithm clearly reads

h�n� � h�n� ��

��f�x�n�f�y�n�� � ��� ��
p
Ax�n���n�g�

�	��
The second part of the increment should not be ac�

tivated while the vector h�n� is not in the vicinity of
an extracting equilibrium� So � should be close to � at
the beginning� but should approach � at the end� One
possible strategy is�

��n� � � n � K

��n� � � n � K
� �	��

��n� can also be made decreasing in a monotonic rela�
tionship versus ��n� e�g�

��n� � tanh����j���n�j� j���n�j��� �
��

� Source separation

Now to perform source separation� it is necessary to ex�
tract the p independent sources ai� i � �� � � � � p� For
this sake� m di�erently initialized vectors hj�n� are
adapted with the algorithm �	��� The equilibrium
c�i has an attraction basin B�i� At least one vector
cj��� � GThj��� must belong to B�i� The separating
system is made up of m similar MISO moduli depicted
in �Fig���� Note the local character of this architecture
that allows each modulus to perform independently of
the other moduli�

	 Computer simulations

Denote

H
�
� �h�� � � � �hm� �
��

the matrix of all moduli and the modi�ed matrix

C
�
� GTH � �c�� � � � � cm�� �
	�

In the following we take m � p� A positive separation
index is associated to C� It is zero if and only if sepa�
ration is achieved by H� that is if

C � 
P� �

�

where 
 is a diagonal matrix and P a permutation one�
Simulations are run for m � p � 	� with the mixture
matrix

G �

�
� ���
��� �

�
� �
��

The two discrete sources are ��PAM sources� The ini�
tial matrix is H��� � I� The separation index is plotted
in Fig�
 with � � � �this corresponds to algorithm �����
The separation is performed but noticeable residual �uc�
tuations remain in steady state�
In Fig��� as soon as ��n� is switched to � �at step

K � ����� the separation index decreases to reach the
null value� Separation is perfect�
With an adaptive � according to �
��� Fig�� clearly

shows that the separation index and � are jointly van�
ishing to yield perfect separation� The contribution of
Jd in the criterion �	�� allows both perfect and very fast
separation�

� Conclusion

The adaptive combined anti�Hebbian algorithm pro�
posed in this paper performs fast perfect discrete source
separation in a noiseless environment� Its implemen�
tation is very simple� It has a local character in the
sense that the m MISO moduli are adapted indepen�
dently� This great improvement is realized thanks to
the a priori knowledge of the alphabet of sources and
also because the sources are recovered with a gain that
does not depend on the mixture� To totally cancel the
residual �uctuations� the second part added in the al�
gorithm is based on the discreteness of the sources� It
is switched on as soon as the separation has reached a
given quality� A simpler possibility is to activate this
second part in an adaptive way� As a result� separation
is perfect�
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Figure � One of the m identical MISO moduli
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Figure 
 Separation Index for two independent ��PAM
sources ��n� � �� � � �����
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Figure � Separation Index for two independent ��PAM
sources ��n� changes abruptly from � to � at n � K �
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Figure � Separation Index for two independent ��PAM
sources ��n� � tanh����j���n�j� j���n�j��� � � �����


